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The 7 Day Coding System report is ready!
This is a 247 page PDF document that explains my greatest
discovery; a way of coding the Pick 3 game that will give you
hits in 7 days or less! ==4 HITS in NEW YORK in ONE WEEK==
I recently got 4 hits in ONE WEEK using this coding system!
I hit 665, 365, 836, and 363 box during the week of March 4-10.
Check it out: https://pick3master333.com/box-hits/

Here is how the first page of the report looks like:

The Pick 3
7 Day Coding System
1-How to Code the Pick 3 Game
Using Excel and my Programs (Fast)
2-How to Code the Pick 3 Game
Using Pen and Paper Systems (Slow)
3-Advanced Strategies (Pages 200-237)
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Below is what you will find on page 5.
This gives you a general overview of what is on the report.
There are three reports here.
1-Here you will find a detailed explanation of how to do the
coding process using Excel and my programs. This is the easiest
and fastest way to do this. If you have access to Excel and my
programs, focus on these chapters.
2-The other report included here as well explains how to code
the Pick 3 game by hand, which I had to include to help those
players who want to do this purely with pen and paper. If this is
you, just focus on these Pen and Paper chapters.
3-In the third report I explain my Advanced Strategies. These
strategies are explained in pages 200 to 237. These are the
most sophisticated and most accurate strategies that I have
ever come up with in my 25+ years of studying the Pick 3 game.
This is truly ADVANCED material that you will not find
anywhere else. What makes these strategies so powerful is the
fact that they all have a very short hitting window of 7 days or
less. This means that you will never have to chase numbers for
weeks at a time when you use these Advanced Strategies; you
will get a hit in 7 days or less!
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This report is a SEPARATE stand-alone product. It contains
strategies NOT included in my Coding Training Program.
https://pick3master333.com/best-system/
Yes, they supplement each other nicely – but there is
information on this report NOT included in the Training. Below
are some of the strategies found on this report not included in
the Training (I created the training BEFORE I wrote the Report;
so the Report has more advanced strategies).

NEW Strategies Explained on this Report!
*The $1360 System: How to make $1360 every month
playing Pick 3!
*Containment
*The Base
*The Index
*MIR Formula (Minimum Index Required)
*Game Automation
*A very detailed explanation of Blanket Betting (more
detailed than all my previous explanations in the past).
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*MANY PICTURES are included to make the strategies
easier to understand (excellent if you are a visual learner)
*The 11 Master Strategies
*How to hit DOUBLES in your state almost every week
using the Super Pair (NEW strategy!)
There are 4 Special Bonuses included with the purchase
of this report that I want to address in more detail. They
are (1) the Excel Spreadsheet you will get when you
purchase this report, (2) the fact that you will be able to
code the Pick 3 game ON YOUR OWN (no programs
required) after you read this report, (3) the AMAZING
$1360 System, and finally, (4) the ONE Number System.
I explain these Special Bonuses in more detail in the next
few pages.
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****SPECIAL BONUS****
EXCEL Spreadsheet Included!
I suggest you purchase this report as soon as possible!
Here is one reason: currently, the purchase of this report
includes the Excel sheet I personally use to get my codes
for the New York Pick 3 game. I am NOT charging extra
for this now - but this will most likely change in the near
future.
This is the SAME Excel spreadsheet I give players who
sign up for my Coding Training Program. This sheet is
especially formatted to carry out certain functions which
automate and speed up key parts of the coding process
(coding by hand is possible, but it is very slow). Use this
spreadsheet to code the Pick 3 game in your state
quickly!
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Do-it-Yourself Coding
(No Program Required)
If you would like to know how to code the Pick 3 game
on your own (without using my programs) - you will be
able to do so after reading this report.
I explain how to do EVERY part of the coding process
using simple Pen and Paper Systems. This means that
you will NOT have to use my programs to do the coding;
you will be able to do it on your own. You will be able to
code the Pick 3 game in your state SLOWLY (coding by
hand is a slow and tedious process).
HOWEVER….you can combine Pen and Paper Systems
with Excel to speed things up! (the report explains how
to code the Pick 3 game using the Excel sheet provided).
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The $1360 System
How to Make $1360
Every Month Playing Pick 3
(Pages 124-129)
I have gotten many emails over the years where players
ask me if it’s possible to make a living playing the Pick 3
game. After you read pages 124 to 129 of this report you
will have to say YES!
I explain the theory behind this system and the Test (or
Confirmation) you will need to see in your state BEFORE
you use this system. Then I explain, step by step, how to
make $1360 every month playing Pick 3!
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The ONE Number System
(Pages 222-234)
I end the report by explaining the Ultimate Strategy.
(I only discovered this recently while looking over my
notes.)
The Ultimate Strategy is the ONE Number System.
This is a system where you only play ONE box number
(unlike the pairs which require you to play 10 numbers).
The great thing about this ONE Number System is that
you will never have to chase numbers. This system only
gives you numbers that will hit THIS WEEK (now until
Saturday night).
This is VERY IMPORTANT:

EXAMPLES INCLUDED
This ONE Number System is NOT a theory.
I provide actual examples of numbers hitting from this
system.
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The cost of this incredible report is just $60.
(There is an excellent chance that I will raise the
price to $99 soon – so you better act on this NOW!)

To get this 274 page PDF report that explains my
coding system in detail (plus the 4 Special Bonuses
provided) email me with this on the subject line of
your email: $60-REPORT-7 Day Coding System.
I will send you a Paypal invoice right away. I will
email you the PDF right after I get payment. You can
email me at aanewyork4000@gmail.com
The Pick 3 Coach
April 7, 2018

